Age as a Critical Determinant of Atrial Fibrillation: A Two-sided Relationship.
The incidence of atrial fibrillation (AF), the most common sustained arrhythmia and a major public health burden, increases exponentially with age. However, mechanisms underlying this long-recognized association remain incompletely understood. Experimental and human studies have demonstrated the involvement of aging in several arrhythmogenic processes, including atrial electrical and structural remodelling, disturbed calcium homeostasis, and enhanced atrial ectopic activity/increased vulnerability to re-entry induction. Given this wide range of putative mechanisms, the task of delineating the specific effects of aging responsible for AF promotion is not simple, as aging is itself associated with increasing prevalence of a host of AF-predisposing conditions, including heart failure, coronary artery disease, and hypertension. Although we usually think of old age promoting AF, there is also evidence that young age may actually have a protective effect against AF occurrence. For example, the low AF incidence among populations of young patients with significant structural congenital heart disease and substantial atrial enlargement/remodelling suggests that younger age might protect against fibrillation in the diseased atrium; efforts at understating how younger age may prevent AF might be helpful in elucidating missing mechanistic links between AF and age. The goal of this paper is to review the epidemiologic and pathophysiologic evidence regarding mechanisms underlying age-related AF. Although the therapeutic options for AF have recently improved, major gaps still remain and a better understanding of the special relationship between age and AF may be important for the identification of new targets for therapeutic innovation.